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Adversity is a vital spark for critical debate to inform change, where performance of theatre, music, dance, circus, opera and cinema provide an essential forum for critique, experiment, 
collective catharsis, and beacon of hope, while reflecting environmental, physical, social, political, mythical and historic contexts. 
 
In ancient Greece the classic forms of Tragedy, Comedy and Satyr emerged as recognised forms of social and cultural comment as early as 600BC, and so it is no surprise that in 
response to it's economic and migration crises, the Greek government has just opened a new National Opera and Library in Athens designed by Renzo Piano; providing a new platform 
for social critique, dialogue between the ancient and contemporary city, and hoping to stimulate urban regeneration.  But without enthusiastic community involvement and directly 
addressing the context of crisis, can any architectural intervention avoid becoming the next Greek ruin? 
 
This year Unit G continues to explore the process and craft of performing, staging and hosting performing arts, and the spatial and conceptual relationship between performers, makers, 
audience, time, script and place, to inform an architecture intrinsically linked to the choreography of place and people; the repetition of rehearsal; the fantasy of performance; and inter-
connection between on-stage performance and tragic/comic/satirical daily reality. 
 
Our year starts in the holistic historic context of Oxford to engage in the temporal relationship between seasonal performance and place, before our field trip to Athens and Delphi in 
November.  There our main site will be amongst the composite, fragmented ruins dug from beneath the contemporary village and community of Castri, now relocated next door. 
 
The projects will directly engage with place, community, festivals, celebration, seasonal change and the daily drudge of reality to test the architectural, cultural and social possibilities of 
radical intervention within revered historic contexts, enjoying the tension between old and new, permanent and transitory, traditional and revolutionary.  You will need to take a position, 
but your route will be as important as the destination, the process enriching every outcome: this is the start of a journey. 
 

Projects: Through four projects you will cultivate a critical dialogue between performance, place, enclosure, permanent, seasonal, temporary, resources and needs: 
1. Record: A spatial record of a specific performance from multiple perspectives: on stage/back stage/front of house/in the audience 
2. Stage & Prop: The "Stage" will host a seasonal performance in Oxford's historic centre, the design and 1:1 fabrication of a "Prop" providing a testing ground to develop technology 
3. Set:  An intensively drawn site plan and detail section of Delphi, measured in Greece, drawn in Oxford, to reveal the critical site conditions for the “Performance” project 
4. Performance: Complete proposals for a self-sufficient "performance complex" for Delphi responding to the ever shifting community, landscape and ruins  
 

Field Trip: Leaving on 15th November we travel to Athens the spiritual home of theatre, before making our pilgrimage to the oracle of Delphi 
 

Tutors:  Toby and Colin have run unit G for 4yrs and are collaborating again with Justin Chapman for Technology, all three are experienced tutors, practicing Architects, and are 

actively engaged in the dialogue between landscape, place, people and purpose; ref:  www.tobysmitharchitecture.co.uk   www.methodicpractice.com    www.justinchapmanarchitect.co.uk 
 

Approach: The unit focuses on developing and nourishing design skills by actively encouraging invention and experimentation: seeking strategies and tools to generate unique, 
specific designs.  Our iterative approach is multi-faceted, diverse and hybrid, digital AND physical, embracing what feels "right" in search of a "bespoke" appropriate response.  Curiosity 
and debate are essential, Pallasmaa “The Eyes of the Skin", James Corner "The Landscape Imagination",  Peter Brook "The empty space", and Alan de Botton's "Art of Travel", together 
with a selection of movies and outstanding local buildings to visit, all form points of departure. 
 

You will each establish individual spatial and programmatic briefs for each project through in-depth research, experimentation and testing of the proposed activities, drawing on your 
personal experience, knowledge, obsessions and skills, to provide a rich and rigorous reading of the spatial, perceptual, material, technical, contextual and cultural requirements. 
 

Intensive drawing, making and experiments will take you to the heart of an architecture of purpose and place. 


